WOODTOOLS
WoodTools allows users to automatically create all drawings for the
assembly components.

WOODTOOLS

Users can create customized reports with all the necessary data for
manufacturing, purchasing and quoting.
Wood Furniture Design:
- 100% focused on Wood Furniture
- 100% production oriented
Automatic creation of drawings for all parts on the assembly.
Working folder capabilities. Files are copied when dragged from the
library.

Parts’ dimensions automatically adapts to existing
parts.
Customizable industry specific reports
• Raw Materials
• Finishing
• Linear Components
• Manufacturing operations
• Quoting
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Extended fixtures, textures and 3D models library.

WOODTOOLS
DO YOU KNOW...

«... that with a very easy to use interface, WOODTOOLS allow users to
align parts’ grain in order to obtain accurate reports? ..."

"... that with WOODTOOLS you can, with a single click, create
drawings for all parts on the assembly? ..."

"... that with WOODTOOLS you can nest wood plates to optimize material
waste? ..."

"...that with WOODTOOLS you can create labels and
packing lists? ..."
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WHO IS ALTHIMA?
Althima is a provider of high performance solutions that increase users productivity and, as consequence, the productivity of the
company. Althima specialized in the area of computer graphics having experience in the integration of CAD/CAM/PDM applications
and having also graphic interfaces of her own.
Addressing industrial areas like Ship Building, Wood Furniture, Process Equipment and Plant Design and with expertise in areas like
bus frames, glass bottle molds and aluminum facades.
Our goal is to delivery high productive software through the SolidWorks resellers channel helping to improve their business and the
end user productivity.

Tailored solutions by Althima
Tif you don't see a product that fits your need exactly, we also have our Tailored
Solutions service. Our applications engineers will work with your team to develop a
solution that is tailored to fit your unique requirements.
Leverage from our experience and expertise, our knowledgeable experts can quickly
understand where customers' problems lie, and what they really require. We design
and develop solutions to drive success excellence towards customers..
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